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Abstract

Real-time pose estimation of a free-hand Ultrasound
(US) image without any position sensor is desirable for
diagnostics and image guidance, but it suffers from poor
image quality as a result of processing. The paper con-
fronts this problem by proposing a new 6-DOF pose esti-
mation method based on a fast registration process making
use of 3D implicit polynomials (IP). The proposed registra-
tion method has some main advantages over the traditional
methods. First, our formulation is based on minimization
of energy functional derived from IP gradient flow, and thus
it is more efficient than traditional registration because it
eliminates the cost for calculating point-wise correspon-
dences. Second, the efficient calculation benefits from the
property of IP having few coefficients, which means that
both the gradient field and its transformation can be calcu-
lated in an extremely light manner. Third, applying a real-
time US image pose estimation, we demonstrate the capa-
bilities of overcoming the limitations of unconstrained free-
hand US data, resulting in robust and fast pose estimation.

1. Introduction

To support medical diagnosis, various imaging modali-
ties, such as CT scan, MRI, PET, and ultrasound (US), are
widely used in clinics. Among these modalities, US has
beneficial characteristics such as free-hand manner, non-
invasiveness, compactness, low cost, and synchronization
of operations and imaging. Thus US is attractive for as-
sistance with surgical operations and real-time diagnosis
of problems with the circulatory system, abdomen, breast,
prostate gland, etc.

However, US images are notorious for the poor image
quality, due to speckle noises, low signal-to-noise ratio, oc-
clusions, and uniform brightness. And field of view (FOV)
in US imaging is very limited; in severe cases, only 2D

cross-sectional images are obtained. These aspects confuse
the doctors in making the right decisions for diagnosis.

In order to solve these issues, some recent literature ad-
vocates the fusion of modality techniques. For example,
before the surgical operation, 3D models of target parts are
obtained by rich but time-consuming modalities such as CT,
MRI, and PET. By superimposing US images obtained dur-
ing the operation on these 3D models, the result will provide
rich information to help a doctor’s diagnosis. To achieve
this, the key for superimposing is to estimate the pose of US
images related to the images derived from multiple modali-
ties.

To do this, the methods in [11, 20] bind the optical po-
sition sensors to a US probe, and measure the relative US
position to 3D models; the methods in [9, 13, 21] estimate
the relative positions according to the image features of US
images and preoperative 3D models. For enhancing robust-
ness, the methods in [3, 12, 22] combine the information
from position sensors and image features. Although each
of the methods has its effectiveness, they suffer from heavy
computation and thus cannot work in real time.

To overcome the time-consuming issue, we present a
method to register the 3D model and 2D US image using
boundary information, which is independent of the types of
modalities. As illustrated in Fig. 1, our method represents
3D model with an implicit polynomial (IP) in an advance
offline process. In an online process, for example, during a
surgical operation, it aligns a 3D IP model to a 2D US image
based on the energy minimization manner. Then the desired
information regarding the 2D contour, the 2D position, and
the relative 3D pose of the US probe is obtained.

Our method has three significant advantages: 1) Because
our method is based on the registration technique, no special
equipment, such as position sensor, is required. 2) Differ-
entiability of IPs enables the application of gradient-based
minimization technique. Thus our method achieves fast reg-
istration. 3) Since IP representation needs few parameters
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Figure 1. Method outline: offline, we model the boundary of the target object, which is extracted from 3D imaging techniques such as CT,
MRI, and PET, with an implicit polynomial (IP). The online process registers the 3D IP model and 2D US image using gradient flows of
the IP. Then, as results, the image contour, the 2D position, and the relative 3D position of the IP model are extracted.

and is based on the implicit form, both the calculation of
gradient flow and its transformation for the minimization
are extremely fast.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces
the mathematics of IP modeling and transformation; In Sec-
tion 3, we propose the registration technique using IP, based
on both a general case and a US image case, followed by
implementation in Section 4; Section 5 reports experimen-
tal results followed by discussion and conclusions in Sec-
tions 6.

2. Mathematics of IP

The 3D organ model can be easily derived from the pre-
operative 3D imaging that was performed with a modality
such as MRI, CT-SCAN, or 3D US. In this section, suppos-
ing the boundary data is given from the segmentation result
of a volume data obtained by one of the above modalities,
let us present the process of modeling these data with IP
representation.

2.1. Modeling

Suppose the modelM represents a closed surface that
defines two 3D regions in the 3D spaceRΩ, namely the in-
ner regionRM enclosed by the modelM and the outer re-
gionRΩ\(RM

⋃
M). The model is represented implicitly

by its distance transform,i.e., the signed distance function,

Φ(x) =





0, x ∈ M
+d(x,M), x ∈ RM
−d(x,M), x ∈ RΩ \ (RM

⋃
M)

, (1)

wherex = (x y z) is the location of one data point in Carte-
sian coordinates, andd(x,M) = minxM∈M ||x − xM|| is

(a) (b)
Figure 2. IP fitting results: (a) original object; (b) modeling with
8-degree IP.

the Euclidean distance fromx to the model consisting of the
pointsxM. In this work, we adopt an implicit polynomial
(IP) to approximately satisfyΦ, and it can be formulated as:

Ψn
3D(x) =

∑

0≤i,j,k;i+j+k≤n

aijkxiyjzk

= (1 x . . . zn
︸ ︷︷ ︸

m(x)T

)(a000 a100 . . . a00n︸ ︷︷ ︸
a

)T, (2)

wheren is the degree of an IP, and ann-degree IP can be
represented as a inner product between a monomial vector
m(x) and a coefficient vectora as:m(x)Ta.

To achieve the representation of 3D shapes using an IP
zero set, the fast and simple optimization of using linear
least-squares methods is advocated in the considerable lit-
erature [4, 8, 14, 17, 23]. In this paper, we adopt the model-
ing method proposed by Zhenget al. in [23], which allows
adaptively determining the moderate IP degree for model-
ing the shapes with various complexities and gives a more



accuracy IP model. Fig. 2 shows an example in which a
3D model “bunny” is represented with an IP; their method
selects an 8-degree IP.

2.2. Transformation

When a transformation is applied to the IP model
Ψ(x) = m(x)Ta, vector of monomialsm is transformed
asm′ = V (p)m, where we suppose vectorp consists of
the parameters for affine transformation, and the square ma-
trix V is transformation for monomials. The zero set of the
polynomial is defined bymTa = 0. Thus after substituting
m = V −1m′, the transformed coefficients area′ = V −Ta.

To our knowledge, although prior literature, such as [19],
have proved the existence of matrixV , the computational
implementation is not explicitly descried. Tarelet al. [16]
proposed a tensor-based transformation for IP, but it still
suffers from heavy computational cost. Therefore, let us
present our symbolic computational in Appendix A based
on the Taubin and Cooper’s theory, which can be seen as
a kind of incremental calculation that increases beginning
from the transformation for first-degree monomials, until it
obtains one forn-th degree monomials. Note: IP model
transformation is computationally efficient in the case that
the size of the modeled data set is great larger than the num-
ber of IP coefficients, since obviously transforming a few
IP coefficients is superior to transforming whole data points
with respect to computational cost.

In this paper, let us assume that it is under the Euclidean
transformation, and thenp includes 6 DOF parameters only
for rotation and translation. If the transformation can be
written asx′ = Rx+t for one point, thena′ = V (R, t)−Ta
for IP coefficients.

3. IP registration

3.1. Backgound of registration methods

Two main kinds of methods are used to achieve the reg-
istration: one is the iterative closest point (ICP)-based ap-
proach [2, 6, 10], the other is the approach relying on al-
gebraic/geometric invariant natures, such as moment [15],
IPs [16, 19],etc. The former can achieve fine registration,
but requires very time-consuming computation of point-to-
point/surface correspondences. The latter can achieve fast
registration, but cannot deal with registration in the case of
partially overlapping the target objects [15].

Unlike prior registration methods, our method uses ap-
proximation of the signed distance generated by IP rep-
resentation, which avoids time-consuming correspondence
computation. Since the other features of our method inherit
from the ICP-based registration, partial overlapping issues
naturally dissolve.
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Figure 3. IP gradient field of a tooth shape: (a) level sets of0.2,
0.1, −0.1 and−0.2 calculated by (4) around the zero level set
shown in the thick orange line; (b) distant vectors in the right-
upper part of (a) bewteen the level sets of−0.1 and0.1 calculated
by (5).

3.2. Distance metric

To simplify the explanation, we consider the registration
between a discrete point set and an IP model in this subsec-
tion. GivenN points{x}N

1 ∈ Ω, whereΩ is a surface or
partial surface of a certain object, the objective of IP regis-
tration is to find a transformation through which the zero set
{x|Ψn

3D(x) = 0} can “best” match the given points. Thus
the registration methods aims at finding the transformation
parameters by minimizing the distance between the data set
and the zero set of IP, such as:

p = arg min
p

{
N∑

i=1

dist(xi,Ψn
3D)}, (3)

wheredist(xi,Ψn
3D) means a certain distance from the data

point xi to the zero set{x : Ψn
3D(x) = 0} of the IP. We

choose the signed distance manner defined as:

dist(x,Ψn
3D) =

Ψn
3D(x)

∥ ▽Ψn
3D(x) ∥

,∀x ∈ Ω, (4)

where▽ denotes the gradient of IP function; this is the ap-
proximation of Euclidean distance for which the computa-
tional burden is relatively light (see [18]). For minimiza-
tion of Eq. (3), we define the vector distance functionG:
R3 → R3 as

G(x) = dist(x,Ψn
3D)

▽Ψn
3D(x)

∥ ▽Ψn
3D(x) ∥

,∀x ∈ Ω. (5)

This can be viewed as a resized version of the original gra-
dient vectors with distancedist(x). A 2D example is shown
in Fig. 3 for illustration.

3.3. Registration

Given the definition of a distance between a certain data
set and an IP, the next problem is how to solve the minimiza-
tion (3) to obtain the transformation parameters. The regis-
tration task is to predict the transformation through which
IP can be transformed to the data set.



In our method, the minimization is done through the fol-
lowing two steps: for accelerating the convergence, first, it
minimizes the function without any constraint in the trans-
formation. This means every point can move freely during
the first minimization. Next, it determines the transforma-
tion parameters to better describe the first minimization re-
sult. These two steps are repeated until convergence.

Let us describe the registration between an IP and a par-
tial object, in a general case and a US image case.

General case Eq. (3) can be simply formulated with the
energy functional of the sum of differences as follows:

E =
∫

Ω

dist2(x,Ψ(x))dΩ, (6)

whereΩ represents the partial surface of an object, and
x ∈ Ω. Then, by calculus of variations [7], the Gateaux
derivative (first variation) of the functionalE to pointx can
be approximately formulated as

∂E

∂x
≈ 2G(x), (7)

if we consider▽Ψ3D as a constant value for computational
convenience.

Therefore, we need to minimize this functional to satisfy
the Euler-Lagrange equation∂E

∂x = 0. Thus the steepest
descent process is executed in the following gradient flow
for each pointx:

∂x
∂t

= −2G(x). (8)

US image case For the task of pose estimation of the US
probe, the US images from the 2D probe that image the
organ slice boundaries are usually expected to be matched
with the corresponding planar intersection of the 3D model.

Furthermore, US images are heavily noise-
contaminated. Since precise extraction of the organ’s
boundary is therefore very difficult, maybe impossible,
simple boundary-based registration described in the general
case is not sufficient for US images. But fortunately, the
organ’s inside region is clearly seen in US images as shown
in Fig. 1. These two points are key for improving the
general method for US images.

For solving the first point, we use a Gaussian smoothed
edge indicator defined by [5]. LetI(x) be a 2D US image
function in 3D space, and pixel positionx (∈ R3) be in the
3D planeΩ. Let g(x) be the indicator defined as follows:

g =
1

(1 + | ▽ Gσ ∗ I|/k)2
, (9)

whereGσ is a Gaussian filter with standard deviationσ, and
∗ denotes convolution.

For making use of the second point, we compose the en-
ergy function with combining a boundary constraintL(x)
and an inside constraintA(x), such as

E(x) = αL(x) − βA(x), (10)

whereα andβ are constants, and the termsL(x) andA(x)
are defined by

L(x) =
∫

Ω

δ(dist(x,Ψ(x)) · g(x))dist2(x,Ψ(x))dΩ,

(11)
and

A(x) =
∫

Ω

H(−dist(x,Ψ(x)) · g(x))dist2(x,Ψ(x))dΩ,

(12)
respectively, whereδ is the univariate Dirac function,H
is the Heaviside function, andΩ corresponds to the image
plane.

Let us explain the meaning of these terms. Minimize the
energy functionalE in (10), which is equivalent to mini-
mizing L in (11), and maximizeA in (12). First, the en-
ergy function with respect to the boundaryL is equivalent
to the integral of edge indicator values along the intersected
curve between IP and US image plane because the IP model
should be converged around an edge-like part in US images.
Second, the energy function with respect to the inside region
A is the integral of edge indicator values over the inner re-
gion surrounded by the intersected curve. It is expected to
be as large as possible. To summarize, minimizingL and
−A achieves the registration.

By calculus of variations, the Gateaux derivative (first
variation) of the functionalE in (10) can be approximately
written as

∂E
∂x

≈ (αδ(dist · g) − βH(−dist · g))G. (13)

The steepest descent process for minimization of the func-
tionalE is the following gradient flow:

∂x
∂t

= −(αδ(dist · g) + βH(−dist · g))G. (14)

4. Implementation

4.1. Function definition

The Dirac functionδ in (11) and the Heaviside function
H in (12) are simplely defined as:

δ(x) =
{

0, |x| > κ
1
2κ [1 + cos(πx

κ )], |x| ≤ κ
(15)

and

H(x) =
{

0, x < 0
x + x2/2, x ≥ 0 (16)

respectively, whereκ is constant and practically set with
κ = 2 in our experiments.



4.2. Estimating the transformation for one step

Let X ∈ RN×3 preserveN 3D data points. Then the ap-
proximation of (8) and (14) by the above difference scheme
can be simply written as:

∂X

∂t
= Xk+1 − Xk. (17)

It is the approximation of discrete data set transformation
by the above spatial difference scheme in (8) and (14).

A = (Xk − X̄k)T(Xk+1 − X̄k+1), (18)

where X̄ is a matrix in which each row consists of the
mean value (center point) ofX, and if A is decomposed
with singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithm asA =
USV T, then the transformation is given as:

R = UV T,

t = X̄ − X̄ ′RT (19)

whereR andt are rotation and translation parameters re-
spectively. Then, if in the case that number of points is not
too large, each pointx will be updated asxk+1 = Rxk + t;
otherwise, IP will be updated asak+1 = V (R, t)−Tak,
through inputtingR andt into the algorithm described in
Appendix A.

5. Experimental Results

The proposed registration method has been applied to a
variety of synthetic and real data sets. First, for all the ex-
perimental results shown in this section, let us set the pre-
conditions as: 1) the time stept is simply set with1; 2)
the IP models are scaled according to the US images; 3)α
andβ in (10) are set with about0.9 and0.1 respectively
for US image case; 4) US images (640 × 480 pixel image)
are measured by TOSHIBA SONOLAYER SSA-260A with
two types of 2D probe: TOSHIBA PLF-703NT (7.5MHz)
and TOSHIBA PVF-375MT (3.75MHz); 5) Registration is
performed with a modern PC such as Intel core 2 CPU with
2.4 GHz and2 GB memory, and the algorithm is imple-
mented with Matlab 7.

Synthesized data in general caseFig. 4 and Fig. 5 show
the registrations in the general case that registers two syn-
thetic data sets to “bunny” object. The synthetic data sets
are selected from the “bunny” slice (Fig. 4 (a)) and surface
(Fig. 5 (b)). The initial positions are shown with blue points
in each figure. By carrying out the registration algorithm
described in Section 3, they are successfully registered to
the “bunny” IP model with the final positions shown with
red points. The mean absolute distance of Eq. (4) of the
points for each registration versus the iteration number is
plotted in (b) of each figure. The consumed CPU times are
10.3ms and 23.1ms respectively.
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Figure 4. IP registration with planar 3D points: (a) registration
process between “bunny” IP model and points (blue points: ini-
tial position; green points: selected mid-step positions; red points:
final position). (b) the mean absolute distance1
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Figure 5. IP registration with surface 3D points: (a) registration
process between “bunny” IP model and points (blue points: ini-
tial position; green points: selected mid-step positions; red points:
final position). (b) the mean absolute distance1

N

P

|dist(x, Ψ)|
versus iteration number.

US images Fig. 6 shows a US image case, where the US
images are obtained by measuring phantom ATS514 [1].
Then we use a cylinder-like IP model (2-degree IP), ac-
cording to the shape of the phantom, to register the US im-
ages. The initial position for each case is set as follows:
the cylinder-like IP model cross the US image plane with
an angle of85◦, and it is placed near to one of the hole-like
areas of the images, as shown in the second row of Fig. 6.
The registration result of each case is shown at each column,
respectively; the first row shows the intersection curve be-
tween the IP and the US plane at the final iteration, and the
second and third row show the initial and final position of
each case. For each case, the consumed CPU time is within
30ms.

Fig. 8 shows other results of the US images that are ob-
tained by measuring a duck toy made of rubber in the cistern
shown in Fig. 7 left. We modeled the duck object with an
8-degree IP shown in Fig. 7 right. The initial position for
each case is set randomly. The registration result of each
case is shown in Fig. 8, where the first row shows the in-
tersection curve between the IP and US image planes at the



Figure 6. Pose Estimation for phantom ATS514. First row: intersection curve of IP and US image (white points); Second row: initial
positions of IP; Third row: final positions of IP.

Figure 7. Left: photograph of measuring a duck toy. Right: IP
model of duck object

final iteration and the second and third rows show the final
position of each case from a different view. For each case,
the consumed CPU time is within 180ms.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a novel pose estimation
method for US images using gradient flows of IPs. Accel-
eration of the registration is achieved by these two aspects:
1) IP transformation can be performed faster than transfor-
mation of data sets; the number of IP coefficients is usually
much less than the number of data sets. 2) Thanks to IP gra-
dient flows, the registration procedure can be performed by
simple steepest descent-based minimization without time-
consuming calculation of point-wise correspondences.

We demonstrated the performance of the proposed algo-
rithm using synthetic data sets and real US images, and in

particular we showed its robustness against the presence of
weak boundaries and strong noise. Our algorithm works in
real time (at most 180ms in our conducted experiments),
and therefore has the potential for various real-time US di-
agnosis and image guidance.

Appendix

A. Implementation for IP transformation

A.1 Pure rotation

First let us explain some notations for polynomial operation
which was first introduced by Taubin and Cooper [19]. Let
a coefficientaijk of an IP in Eq. (2) be presented asΦijk

i!j!k! ,

and a vectorΦ[l] = ( Φl00√
l!0!0!

Φl−1,1,0√
(l−1)!1!0!

. . . Φ00l√
0!0!l!

)T is

according to thel-th form of IP. An operation on this vec-
tor is defined as:Φ[l,m] = Φ[l] ⋆ ΦT

[m], where⋆ represents
the classic matrix multiplication with the difference that the
individual element-wise multiplications are performed ac-
cording to the rule Φijk√

i!j!k!
⋆ Φabc√

a!b!c!
= Φi+a,j+b,k+c√

i!j!k!
√

a!b!c!
. For

example,

Φ[1] = (
Φ100√
1!0!0!

Φ010√
0!1!0!

Φ001√
0!0!1!

)T, (20)

and

Φ[1,1] = Φ[1] ⋆ ΦT
[1] =




Φ200 Φ110 Φ101

Φ110 Φ020 Φ011

Φ101 Φ011 Φ002


 . (21)



Figure 8. Pose Estimation for duck toy. First row: the intersection
of IP and US images (shown by white line). Second and third
rows: final positions from different view

In [19], it was pointed out that under a non-singular coordi-
nate transformationA, e.g., Φ′

[l] = A[l]Φ[l], the transformed
coefficient matrix is given by

Φ′
[l,m] = A−T

[l] Φ[l,m]A
−1
[m], (22)

whereA[l] is a non-singularhl × hl transformation matrix
(assuminghl be the number of monomials in thel-th form),
andA[m] is in the same way. From this equation, we know
that if A[l] andA[m] are known, then a linear relationship
betweenΦ′

[l,m] and Φ[l,m] can be found out; that is, the
element-wise correspondence can be linearly expressed as

Φ′
ijk =

∑

β;i,j,k≤l+m

aαβΦijk = aT
αΦ[l+m]. (23)

Then since all of the elements ofΦ[l+m] are contained in
Φ[l,m], andΦ′

[l+m]’s elements are contained inΦ′
[l,m], a new

linear correspondence can be constructed betweenΦ[l+m]

andΦ′
[l+m] by arranging the necessary elements in the right

order intoΦ′
[l+m] as:

Φ′
[l+m] = (Φ′

l+m,0,0,Φ
′
l+m−1,1,0,Φ

′
l+m−2,2,0, . . .)

T

= (aT
1 Φ[l+m],aT

2 Φ[l+m],aT
3 Φ[l+m], . . .)T.

(24)

Thus the(l+m)-th transformation matrix is constructed as:
A[l+m] = [aT

1 ,aT
2 ,aT

3 , . . .]T.
As a simple example, the elements ofΦ[2] (=

(Φ200
2 Φ110 Φ101

Φ020
2 Φ011

Φ002
2 )T) are contained inΦ[1,1]

shown in (21), and the elements ofΦ′
[2] are contained in

Φ′
[1,1]. From the equationΦ′

[1,1] = R[1]Φ[1,1]R
T
[1], (suppos-

ing R[1] is a pure rotation matrix) we can find out a relation-
ship of a linear expansion for the first element ofΦ′

[1,1] as:

Φ′
200 = r1Φ[1,1]rT

1 , wherer1 is the first row ofR[1]. Then
since all the elements inΦ[1,1] are contained inΦ[2], we can
find a linear relationshipr1Φ[1,1]rT

1 = aT
1 Φ[2]. Thusa1 can

be viewed as the first row ofA[2].
Therefore, transformation matrix for different forms can

be calculated in an incremental manner as:

Algorithm
1) Initialization: givenA[1];
2) Φ′

[1,1] = A−T
[1] Φ[1,1]A

−1
[1] −→ A[2];

3) Φ′
[1,2] = A−T

[1] Φ[1,2]A
−1
[2] −→ A[3];

...
n) Φ′

[1,n−1] = A−T
[1] Φ[1,n−1]A

−1
[n−1] −→ A[n].

Here,−→ represents constructing the transformation ma-
trix for the next step, after finding out the linear mapping
relationship betweenΦ′

[1,l] andΦ[1,l]. Note that if the initial
argumentA[1] represents the pure rotation, thenA[l] is an
orthogonal matrix (see [19]), and thus Eq. (22) degenerates
to

Φ′
[l,m] = A[l]Φ[l,m]A

T
[m].

A.2 Affine Transformation

By using homogeneous coordinates, an IP ofn variables
in Euclidean space can be described in projective space by
a corresponding homogeneous IP ofn + 1 variables. To
convert a ternary (i.e. 3D) IP of degreed

Ψd
3D(x, y, z) =

∑

0≤i,j,k;i+j+k≤d

aijkxiyjzk (25)

into its homogeneous representation, a new componentt =
1 is added to the 3D IP as:

Ψd
4D(x, y, z, t) =

∑

0≤i,j,k,l;i+j+k+l=d

aijkxiyjzktl. (26)



Therefore a homogeneous polynomial corresponding to a
3D IP of degreed is a form of degreed in a 4D IP. Thus
the procedure mentioned in the last section can be used to
transform the homogeneous IP (4D IP). The different is that
the incremental algorithm starts from a4 × 4 affine trans-
formation matrixA[1], e.g., in the Euclidean case

A[1] =
(

R3×3 t
1

)
,

whereR3×3 andt are pure 3D rotation matrix and transla-
tion vector. As a result, a 3D IP of degreed can be affine-
transformed only byA[d], once it is worked out. Further-
more, the incremental scheme can be modified for saving
the computational cost,e.g., for calculatingA[9] we can se-
lect the incremental order as:
A[1] → A[2] → A[4] → A[8] → A[9].
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